Difference in the generalization of response tolerance across views between the anterior and posterior part of the inferotemporal cortex.
The inferotemporal cortex consists of an anterior (cytoarchitectonic area TE) and a posterior (area TEO) part, which together constitute the final areas of the ventral visual stream, which is critical for object discrimination. Area TE receives dense projections from area TEO. We have previously identified a response tolerance in the cells in area TE in monkeys to a range of viewing angles after object discrimination at each of several views. To investigate the contribution of area TEO to the establishment of such a response tolerance in area TE, we conducted electrophysiological recordings of the responses of the single cells in area TEO after performance saturation of object discrimination at several independent views, without any association across views, and compared them with those obtained from the TE cells. The cells in area TEO showed responses to the experienced object views, but not to nearby views. Comparisons of the tunings of the TE and TEO cells to different viewing angles for the same object sets in the same animal showed that cells in area TEO had a significantly narrower tuning width, whereas the response tolerance was usually observed in the TE cells across viewing angles up to 60°. Our findings revealed a significant difference in the representation of the object views between areas TE and TEO, and suggested that such a representation in area TE may be completed through neuronal mechanisms within area TE, which is not a property of the earlier stages of the ventral visual stream.